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Abstract: This paper investigates the use of the Middle Turkic suffix 
combination -niŋki. In Turkish, the combination of the genitive suffix -
(n)in with the suffix -ki (often called ‘aitlik eki’) is used only to mark a 
headless genitive phrase, as in hoca-nın-ki ‘the one belonging to the 
teacher.’ In several verse texts written in Middle Turkic of Central Asia, 
however, we find examples of the corresponding suffix combination -niŋki 
forming an attributive phrase that modifies the following nominal, possibly 
marking different semantic relations than those signaled by the genitive 
case suffix. It is argued that the attributive function of -niŋki derives solely 
from the suffix -ki, while the genitive suffix -niŋ is morphologically 
required to mark a secondary base for further suffixation 
Keywords: Middle Turkic, Chaghatay, genitive suffix, the suffix -ki, 
attributive phrase, secondary base 
 
Özet: Bilindiği gibi Türkçede aitlik eki -ki’nin ilgi durumundan sonra 
getirilmesiyle oluşan aitlik öbeği, başsız ad tamlaması olarak kullanılır: 
örn. hoca-nın-ki. Buna karşılık, bazı Orta Türkçe manzum metinlerde ilgi 
durumuna eklenen aitlik ekinin kendinden sonra gelen adla bir öbek 
oluşturduğunu, başka bir deyişle, -niŋki ekli yapının tamlayıcı işlevinde 

                                                
*  This paper is a substantially revised version of the lecture delivered at Minzu 

University of China in Beijing, 30 October 2013. 
**  Tokyo University of Foreign Studies, mutsumi@tufs.ac.jp. 
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256 MUTSUMİ SUGAHARA  

olduğunu görüyoruz. Bu tamlayıcı işlevindeki -niŋki yapısının normal ilgi 
durumu ekli tamlayıcınınkinden farklı anlamsal ilişkiyi göstermek için 
kullanıldığı da tahmin ediliyor. Yazıda ayrıca, -niŋki yapısının üstlendiği 
tamlayıcı işlevinin yalnızca -ki ekinden kaynaklandığı, ilgi durumu ekinin 
ise ikincil tabanı oluşturma görevinde olduğu ileri sürülüyor. 
Anahtar sözcükler: Orta Türkçe, Çağatayca, ilgi durumu eki, aitlik eki, 
niteleme öbeği, ikincil taban 

 
1. 
The Turkish suffix -ki (with its variant form -kü), which is sometimes 
called aitlik eki ‘the suffix of belongingness,’ appears in four types of 
environments. It is added to (1) a locative noun phrase, (2) a genitive noun 
phrase, (3) a time adverbial, and (4) a few other lexemes. 
 
(1) locative in -DA1+ -ki 

ev-de-ki ‘(the one) in the house’; sokak-ta-ki ‘(the one) on the street’ 
(2) genitive in -(n)In + -ki 

hoca-nın-ki ‘the one belonging to the teacher’; sen-in-ki ‘yours’ 
(3) time adverbial + -ki/-kü 

önce-ki ‘the previous (one)’; bugün-kü ‘(the one) of today’ 
şimdiye kadar-ki ‘(the one) of up to the present time’ 

(4) others 
beri-ki ‘the nearer (one)’; öte-ki ‘the other (one)’ 

 
The suffix -ki serves to form an attribute (which can also be used without 
a lexical head) except in the second case, (2) above, where its sole 
function is to form a headless genitive. 
 
A corresponding suffix with similar functions is widely distributed among 
the other Turkic languages of West and Central Asia, such as Turkmen, 
Tatar, Kazakh, Uzbek and so on. In the languages of the written docu-
ments dating from Old and Middle Turkic periods, however, the situation 
is known to be different. For example, in Old Turkic the suffix -KI can be 
                                                
1  Capital letters indicate archiphonemes whose realizations are subject to the rules 

of synharmonism and consonant assimilation of the relevant language. 
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added to local or temporal expressions (including locative noun phrases) 
but its combination with the genitive suffix -nXŋ is not attested.2 Nor is 
the suffix -ki (or any of its phonological variants) known to be added to 
genitive forms in Middle Kipchak (between the thirteenth and fifteenth 
centuries).3 
 
These facts suggest that the use of the suffix -ki (or its phonological 
variants) with the genitive suffix is a later development, presumably 
belonging to the Middle Turkic period. In this paper, therefore, we 
investigate the early instances of this suffix combination (hereafter 
symbolized as -niŋki) found in the Middle Turkic sources of Central Asia, 
which include texts written in early Middle Turkic (from the twelfth to the 
fourteenth centuries), pre-Classical Chaghatay (first half of the fifteenth 
century) and Classical Chaghatay (second half of the fifteenth century). 
 
2. 
As stated above, Old Turkic lacks the combination of the genitive suffix 
with the suffix -KI. On the other hand, genitive forms in Old Turkic may 
serve as a headless nominal base, taking a case suffix or a possessive 
suffix, or being governed by a postposition.4 
 
qulγaq-nïng-ta ulatï adïn biliglärtä 
ear-GEN-LOC5 
‘in the other knowledge including that of the ear (i.e. hearing)’ (Shōgaito 
2008:420 [A3704-3705]) 
 
köngül-nüng-in odγuraqsız ärür tip bilmiš kärgäk 

                                                
2  See Gabain (1974:64-65;171-172) and Erdal (2004:186-190). 
3  See Karamanlıoğlu (1994:76-77). Also in Old Ottoman (from the thirteenth to the 

fifteenth centuries) the corresponding suffix “was suffixed mainly to the locative 
case and to expressions of time, rather than to the genitive case” (Kerslake 
1998:188). 

4  See Erdal (2004:169-170, 366) for further details. 
5  The locative case suffix -ta is here due to the government of the postposition ulatï 

‘including,’ which follows it. 
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mind-GEN-POSS3SG.ACC 
‘One should recognize that those belonging to the mind are indefinite.’ 
(Shōgaito 1993:166 [B2417]) 
 
It follows, then, that the appearance of the suffix -ki added to the genitive 
suffix is partly motivated by the loss of the headless use of genitive 
forms,6 a process which has not yet received a full investigation. 
 
3. 
We shall now consider the use of the suffix combination -niŋki as found in 
the works by ‘Alīšēr Nawā’ī (1441–1501), the primary representative of 
Classical Chaghatay. 
 
Sin öz-üŋ-niŋ-ki-ni di     kim min öz-üm-niŋ-ki-ni dip min 

self-POSS2SG-GEN-ki-ACC   self-POSS1SG-GEN-ki-ACC 
‘Tell (me) about that of your own, for I have told (you) about that of my 
own.’ [Nas 80]7 
 
ümmīd ki bu yana ėki hem / kim ėrmes ėki burunḳıdın kem 
ya‘nī hem anıŋ-ki   penc genc-i / hem soŋra munuŋ-ki genc penc-i8[LM 331-332] 

   that.GEN-ki P. G.-POSS3SG      this.GEN-ki treasure five-POSS3SG 
‘My hope is that this and two more works (to be completed) as well / will 
not be inferior to [the corresponding ones in] the preceding two sets, 
that is to say, the Panj Ganj, a work by that one (i.e. Niẓāmī) / and 
besides, the five treasure, a work by this one (i.e. Amīr Khusraw).’ 

                                                
6  In Turkish, for example, non-attributive genitive phrases can only be used 

predicatively. Note that the genitive suffixes found in such constructions as sen-
in-le ‘with you’ (you-GEN-with) or on-un için ‘for him’ (he-GEN for) are 
morphologically required and do not form a headless genitive phrase (cf. fn. 33). 

7  This example is quoted in Brockelmann (1954:112). On the other hand, 
avliyānïŋki ‘that of the saints, belonging to the saints,’ shown in Brockelmann 
(1954:112) as well as in Eckmann (1966:55), is not attested in the recent text 
edition published by Abik (2006). 

8  Or probably to be read as genc-i penc-i with the Persian ezāfe -i added to genc 
‘treasure.’ 
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In the first example, taken from the prose text Nasā’im al-maḥabba, both 
özüŋniŋki and özümniŋki are used as headless nominals (further marked 
with the accusative suffix -ni), meaning ‘that of your own’ and ‘that of my 
own’ respectively. As this text is based on ‘Abd al-raḥmān Jāmī’s Nafaḥāt 
al-uns, written in Persian, by comparison with the corresponding sentence 
in the original tu ān -i xwad bigōy ki man ān -i xwad gufta’am ‘Tell (me) 
about that of your own, for I have told (you) about that of my own’ [Naf 
132], we can understand that the author employed the phrase with -niŋki to 
render the Persian ān-i xwad ‘that of oneself’ into Turkic. 
 
The second example is from the epic poem Laylâ u Majnūn. Here both 
anıŋki ‘the one belonging to that’ and munuŋki ‘the one belonging to this’ 
are in apposition with the noun phrases that respectively follow them.9 
Note that the suffix -ki is transcribed with front vocalism by the editor,10 
whereas the stems an- and mun- are clearly back vocalic, thus violating 
the rule of back/front harmony. In the language of Nawā’ī, -ki added to 
local or temporal expressions has the allomorph -ġï or -qï in the back-
vocalic environment, being subject to back/front harmony (unlike its 
equivalent -ki in modern standard Turkish): yanıdaġı ‘adjacent to it’ [LM 
773]; astıdaġı ‘below it’ [Nas 233]; burunḳı ‘the preceeding one’ [LM 
331], etc. It might be argued, then, that there were two morphologically 
distinct suffixes: the harmonic one, which was added to local or temporal 
expressions, and the non-harmonic one, which was added to genitive 
forms. However, since it is equally possible to assume that the genitive 
suffix preceding -ki was non-harmonic and always realised with front 
vocalism,11 such a distinction is not necessary.12 

                                                
9  For an alternative interpretation of this line, see the next section of this paper. 
10  This is confirmed by the spelling ky in the corresponding line 303r5 of the Paris 

Manuscript of the collected works of Nawā’ī (Bibliothèque nationale de France, 
Supplément turc 316), now available on the web (http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/ 
btv1b84271998). 

11  Compare the similar situation observed in Kazakh, where the suffix -ni/-di/-ti 
preceding -ki always has a front vowel. 
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Based on these observations, we can readily conclude that the suffix 
combination -niŋki is used to mark headless genitives in classical 
Chaghatay, as its Modern Turkish equivalent -ninki is.13 
 
However, two points need to be considered here. First, in the following 
example a demonstrative pronoun functions as a headless genitive without 
the suffix -ki. 
 
Andın sordılar ki kimniŋ ma‘āşı ṣa‘braḳ ve nā-ḫoşraḳ? 
Didi anıŋ ki nā-ümīd bile zīşt ḳıl-ġay. 

he.GEN SUB hopelessness with live-FUT3SG 
‘They asked him: whose life is more difficult and unpleasant? 
He replied: that of him (lit. his) who is living without any hope.’ [Nas 

129] 
 
Here anıŋ ‘his’ stands for ‘his life,’ as can be seen from the corresponding 
sentence in the original Persian text by Jāmī: 
guft ‘ayš-i    ān  ki   bar nā-umēdī    zīyad 
    living-EZ that SUB upon hopelessness live.PRES3SG 
‘He said: the life of him who lives without any hope.’ [Naf 203] 
 
Note that the ki following the genitive form anıŋ is nothing but a 
subordinator of Persian origin, carried over from the original Persian 
sentence.14 
 

                                                                                                                     
12  The voice alternation of the suffix-initial consonant is not considered here. Note 

that /k/ and /g/ are not distinguished at all in the Arabic orthography employed in 
Middle Turkic. 

13  Luutonen’s mention of “the absence of the combination of the genitive and the -KI 
morpheme in Chaghatay” (Luutonen 2011:30) is thus clearly unacceptable. 

14  It is spelled kh (as in Persian) in 59b8 of the Paris manuscript mentioned in fn. 10. 
It may be that the suffix -ki was omitted here in order to avoide the cacophony 
arising from such a form as anıŋki ki. 
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Secondly, in the eighteenth-century Chaghatay grammar Mabānī al-luġat, 
prepared by Mīrzā Mahdī Xān, only those instances of -qï/-ġï/-ki (-gi) 
attached to locative nominals or time adverbials are mentioned. 
 
dīgar -qï wa -ġï wa -ki (-gi) ast ki ifāda-i ma‘nī-i nisbat mēkunad miθl-i 
andaġï ya‘nī ānjā’ī wa mundaġï ya‘nī īnjā’ī wa yïlqï ya‘nī sāliyāna wa 
kečäki ya‘nī šabāna 
‘Another (element) is -qï/-ġï/-ki (-gi) which denotes the meaning of 
relationship as in andaġï ‘belonging to that place’ (that-LOC-ki), mundaġï 
‘belonging to this place’ (this-LOC-ki), yïlqï ‘yearly’ (year-ki), and kečäki 
‘nocturnal’ (night-ki).’ [Sang 17v10-11] 
 
These two points indicate that the use of the suffix combination -niŋki to 
mark headless genitives was still not quite prevalent, or was subject to 
certain restrictions, in Classical Chaghatay. 
 
4. 
In this section we examine the use of -niŋki observed in early Middle 
Turkic and pre-Classical Chaghatay, which exhibits a remarkable 
characteristic. 
 
The following example is from the anonymous verse prologue to the 
Qutaδġu Bilig,15 supposedly written in the twelfth century. 
 
munuŋ-ki   turuġlaġ   Quz16 Ordu el-i 
this.GEN-ki  residence  Q. O. land-POSS3SG 
‘His residence was the land of Quz Ordu’ (i.e., Balasaghun). [QBH 7.7] 
 
This is the form contained in the Herat manuscript, copied in 1436 in the 
Uyghur script.17 Here the suffix -ki is attached to the demonstrative 
munuŋ, which is in the genitive, and the whole word is used as an 

                                                
15  Composed in 1069/70. 
16  Spelled qwr in the manuscript. 
17  For the corresponding form of this line in the Cairo manuscript see fn. 34. 
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attributive modifier to the following noun turuġlaġ ‘residence.’ Examples 
of the attributive use of the suffix combination -niŋki, not attested in the 
main part of Qutaδġu Bilig, are also found in a Middle Turkic qasida, 
contained in lines 186.1-189.3 of the same manuscript. This qasida, 
belonging to the same hand as the verse prologue, has six examples of -ki 
following the genitive suffix, all used attributively.18 
 
ä qamuġ maxluq säniŋ-ki    qudrat-ïŋ-nïŋ               burhan-ï [186.1] 

you.GEN-ki omnipotence-POSS2SG-GEN  proof-POSS3 
‘O the one whose (lit. your) omnipotence all creatures prove.’ 
 
adam u19 jinn u malayik barča-nïŋ-ki rahman-ï [186.4] 
     all-GEN-ki  the most compassionate-POSS3 
‘(He is) the most compassionate to all existence, (that is) men, jinns, and 
angels.’ 
 
gahe Da’ud am-ïnïŋ-ki             surat-ïn bäčin qïlur [187.2] 
          people-POSS3.GEN-ki   figure-POSS3.ACC 
‘Sometimes He changes the shape of the people of David into apes.’20 
 
In these examples, unlike the one from the verse prologue of Qutaδġu 
Bilig mentioned above, the head nouns take the possessive suffix (here 
underlined), which shows agreement with the genitive noun or pronoun to 
which -ki is suffixed. This type of attributive -niŋki is also observed in the 
works of pre-Classical Chaghatay poets such as Sakkākī, Luṭfī, Gadā’ī, 
and Yūsuf Amīrī, again with the possessive suffix added to the head noun. 
 
(Sakkākī, Dīwān) 
Ḳılıç yaşnatsaŋ uruşta, anıŋ-ki21 şu‘le-sin düşmen 

                                                
18  cf. Sugahara (2011:474). 
19  Spelled ’’d’m mw in the manuscript. 
20  cf. Quran 2:65. See Hasson (2001:496) for details of this tradition. 
21  The editor transcribes this as -kī and states that it derives from Urdu postposition, 

which is used here due to the metrical requirement (SD, p. 339). 
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it.GEN-ki spark-POSS3.ACC 
Körüp aytur ḳamuġ, hey hey ḳaçıŋ, berḳ-ı yaman kildi 
‘When you make your sword shine in a battle, the enemies, 
seeing its sparks, will all say: run away from here, terrible lightening has 
come!’ [SD 95] 
 

 (Luṭfī, Dīwān) 
bastı iskenderni şāh-ım-nıŋ-ki           küçlüg süren-i 

shah-POSS1SG-GEN-ki  strong war whoop-POSS3 
çün yürek aldurdı turmay ḳaçḳalı ḳıldı şitāb 
‘As the strong war whoop of my shah overwhelmed Iskandar, 
not being able to endure, the demoralized enemy made haste to escape.’ 
[LD 97] 
 

ḳorḳar ki raḥmı kilse köz-üm-nüŋ-ki         yaş-ına 
eye-POSS1SG-GEN-ki  tear-POSS3.DAT 

yaş tig sürer mini barur olsam çü ḳaşına 
‘Being afraid that mercy will come to the tears of my eyes, 
she drives me away like tears when I am on my way to her presence.’ [LD 
185] 
 

nāzüklük ile aldıŋ köŋlümni baḳıp uġrın 
nāzük kişi-ler-niŋ-ki      her ni   ḳılın-ı nāzük 
     people-PL-GEN-ki  whatever behavior-POSS3 
‘Glancing like a thief, she has stolen my heart with elegance. 
All the behaviors of elegant people are elegant.’ [LD 961] 
 

 (attributed to Luṭfī, Gul u Nawrōz) 
ulus bolsun anïŋ-ki   ḥukm-ï-dïn ṣāf22  / ki farmānïnï tutsun Qāf tā-Qāf 
          he.GEN-ki command-POSS3-ABL 
‘Let the people be dutiful to his command / and all from Qāf to Qāf obey 
his order.’ [MS. British Library Add 7914, 113a11] 
 

                                                
22  The recent edition based on the Budapest manuscript (Фазылов 2006:119) has 

anyŋ ḥukmy bilän ṣāf instead. 
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(Gadā’ī, Dīwān) 
Aymanmayïn qanïmnï ana süti teg emär 
Ne saġïnur, magar ata-sïnïŋ-ki           māl-ï dur 

father-POSS3.GEN-ki  property-POSS3 
‘Without reservation she sucks my blood like mother’s milk. 
There’s nothing to worry about; it is just her father’s property.’ [GD 85:6] 
 
(Yūsuf Amīrī, Dah-nāma) 
Eyā iy ḥüsn bāġ-ınıŋ            teẕerv-i 
                   garden-POSS3.GEN  pheasant-POSS3 
Leṭāfet cūy-bār-ınıŋ-ki23       serv-i 

         stream-POSS3.GEN-ki  cypress-POSS3 
‘O pheasant of the garden of beauty, 
cypress of the stream of grace.’ [DN 315] 
 
The above examples (all from verse texts) clearly indicate that in some 
varieties of Middle Turkic, the suffix combination -niŋki was used to form 
an attributive phrase that modified the head noun with or without the 
possessive suffix attached to it. 
 
It must be noted here that the element -ki found in the above examples is 
not to be understood to be the subordinator ki of Persian origin, for the 
following reasons. 

1. The verse prologue and the qasida lack examples of ki introducing 
any kind of subordinate clauses, which is surely the basic function 
of this particle. 

2. While the subordinator ki is usually spelled as kh (as in classical 
Persian) in the texts written in Arabic script, those -ki suffixes 
attached to genitive forms are invariably spelled as ky so far as can 
be collated with the facsimiles. 

                                                
23  The editors understand this as key ‘great,’ a word of Persian origin, and claims 

that it should be read ki here in accordance with the meter (DN, p. 57 [fn. 9], p. 
145). Фазылов (2007:86, 226), on the other hand, counts this among the examples 
of the ordinary subordinator ki. 
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3. Metrically the suffix -ki is often scanned long, e.g., munuŋki (short-
long-long) (QB verse prologue), barčanıŋki (long-short-long-long) 
(qasida); anıŋki (short-long-long) (Sakkākī); bādanıŋki (long-
short-long-long) (Luṭfī), etc., while the subordinator ki is virtually 
always scanned short in Middle Turkic verse texts.24 

 
In fact, we do find the subordinator ki following a genitive noun phrase in 
Middle Turkic texts. Let me give two examples from the works of ‘Alīšēr 
Nawā’ī. 
 
aġa-sı   Dānişmend Mevlānā-nıŋ ki at-ı Muḥammed irdi, terbiyet-in aŋa ḥavāle ḳıldı 
elder brother-POSS3SG D M.-GEN SUB name-POSS3SG M. was tutorial-
POSS3SG.ACC he.DAT entrusted 
‘He entrusted the tutorial of his brother Dānišmand Mawlānā, whose name 
was Muḥammad, to him (i.e. Šayx Bahā al-dīn Kubrâ).’ [Nas 273] 
 
anıŋ   ki   ata anası                           ölmiş / gūyā ki maŋa bu sūg bolmış 
he.GEN SUB father mother-POSS3SG died 
‘That his parents have died, / it was a grief to me.’ [LM 3143] 
 
In both of these cases the ki following the genitive suffix is spelled kh in 
the Paris manuscript25 unlike those in the attributive -niŋki (spelled ky). In 
the first example, which is from a prose text based on the Persian original, 
what the genitive noun phrase Dānişmend Mevlānānıŋ ‘of Dānišmand 
Mawlānā’ modifies is not atı ‘his name,’ which immediately follows it, 
but terbiyetin ‘his tutorial’ (acc.), with ki introducing a relative clause, atı 
Muḥammed irdi ‘his name was Muḥammad.’26 Compare the 
corresponding Persian sentence in the original text by Jāmī, where the 
clause Muḥammad nām dāšta ‘(he) bears the name of Muḥammad’ is 

                                                
24  When the meter requires a long syllable, its synonym kim serves as an alternative. 

According to Thiesen (1982:30), the vowel of the particle ki is ‘rarely lengthened’ 
in Classical Persian prosody. 

25  102a16 and 332a15, respectively. 
26  Note that the subordinator ki is indeclinable and takes no case suffix. 
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introduced by the same subordinator ki: tarbiyat-i barādar-i xwad 
Dānišmand-i Mawlānā rā ki Muḥammad nām dāšta ḥawāla ba way karda 
būd [Naf 433]. 
 
In the second example, on the other hand, it may look like the initial 
genitive pronoun anıŋ with (-)ki attached modifes the following noun 
phrase ata-anası ‘his parents,’ just like in the early Middle Turkic and pre-
Classical Chaghatay examples treated above. However, ki should be 
understood as a marker of topicalization here, yielding something like, ‘as 
for him, his father and mother have died’ for the meaning of the first 
hemistich. Being the topic of this sentence, anıŋ ‘his’27 and not anıŋ ata-
anası ‘his parents,’ reappears as the coreferential subject pronoun ol ‘he’ 
in the initial position of the distich immediately following it: ol ger bolup 
ėrse derd-perverd / līkin maŋa ėkki ança-dur derd ‘Even though he has 
become afflicted, for me the grief is twice as much’ [LM 3144]. Note also 
that ki is scanned short here (anıŋ ki : long-long-short). 
 
Alternatively, one might think that the -niŋki phrase is syntactically in 
apposition to the following nominal rather than being attributive to it. It is 
true, for example, that the phrase anïŋki ḥukmï can be interpreted as ‘his 
command, (which is) something belonging to him,’ with the first element 
anïŋki serving as a headless nominal phrase. However, the phrase barča-
nïŋki rahmanï ‘the most compassionate to all existence’ clearly does not 
consist of two appositive noun phrases, that is, barčanïŋki ‘someone 
belonging to all existence’ and rahmanï ‘the most compassionate of them.’ 
Moreover, no text treated here shows an example of a -niŋki phrase that is 
unequivocally headless, that is, a phrase taking a case suffix or governed 
by a postposition. Thus, it is not adequate to assume an appositive con-
struction for those consisting of a -niŋki phrase and a noun following it. 
 

                                                
27  The genitive case marking of anıŋ is due to attraction; that is, it carries the case 

form that the suppressed coreferential pronoun inside the relative clause would 
have. 
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In some cases, it is observed that the relation expressed by this construc-
tion is not one of true possession. For example, what the initial noun 
phrase represents in munuŋ-ki turuġlaġ Quz Ordu eli ‘His residence was 
the land of Quz Ordu’ is an inhabitant, rather than the possessor, of a 
certain residence. Neither in barčanïŋki rahmanï ‘the most compassionate 
to all existence’ nor in bu muḥabbetniŋki pāyānı ‘the end of this love’ 
(Luṭfī [LD 2584]) is the possessive relation obtained. On the other hand, 
in the example from Dah-nāma by Yūsuf Amīrī quoted above, ḥüsn 
bāġınıŋ teẕervi ‘pheasant of the garden of beauty’ in the first hemistich 
and Leṭāfet cūy-bārınıŋki servi ‘cypress of the stream of grace’ in the 
second one show apparent parallelism, which suggests that here -nıŋ and -
nıŋki are just equivalent to each other. Similarly, in Luṭfī [LD 1892] we 
find a distich wherein yüziniŋ ... imgekleri ‘afflictions of (i.e., from) her 
face’ with genitive -niŋ is used in parallel with yüziniŋki rāḥatı ‘comfort 
of (i.e., from) her face’ with -niŋki. These examples suggest that the 
motivation for the use of -niŋki might have been primarily to mark 
different semantic relations than those signaled by the genitive case suffix, 
but subsequently the former came to be used simply as a metrical variant 
of the latter, with no discernible difference in meaning. 
 
So far we have discussed the attributive phrase marked with -niŋki found 
in the verse texts written in early Middle Turkic and pre-Classical 
Chaghatay. Note, however, that one of the Classical Chaghatay examples 
quoted above also lends itself to a similar interpretation. 
 
ya‘nī hem anıŋ-ki   penc genc-i / hem soŋra munuŋ-ki genc penc-i [LM 332] 
   that.GEN-ki P. G.-POSS3SG      this.GEN-ki treasure five-POSS3SG 
‘That is to say, the Panj Ganj of this one / and besides, the five treasures 
of that one.’ 
 
Here, it is entirely possible to interpret anıŋki and munuŋki as attributives 
each modifying the following nominal. Furthermore, examples of 
attributive -niŋki phrases, with the corresponding possessive suffix 
attached to the head nouns, are attested also in the Dīwān of Šibānī 
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(Šiban) or Muḥammad Šaybānī Xān (1451-1510), the leader of the 
nomadic Uzbeks who put an end to the Timurid dynasty, such as Anıŋki 
fitnesin ‘her temptation’ (acc.) [Şib 54a11]; siniŋki her bir işiŋe ‘to your 
every job’ [Şib 97a7]; miniŋki gül-şenim ‘my rose-garden’ [Şib 108a3]; 
Şol deryānıŋki dürleri ‘pearls of that sea’ [Şib 109a12]; anıŋki zülf ü 
dālındın ‘from her ringlets’ [Şib 124b13], etc. 
 
On the other hand, in such representative works of early Middle Turkic 
poetry as ‘Aṭabat al-ḥaqā’iq by Aḥmad b. Maḥmūd Yüknäkī (twelfth 
century), Mu‘īn al-murīd by Islām (1313/14), and Xusraw u Šīrīn by Quṭb 
(1341/42), no example of a phrase marked with -niŋki is attested. 
 
These examples indicate that the suffix combination -niŋki had a rather 
complicated distribution, both geographically and chronologically, and its 
detailed description will contribute much to our understanding of the 
linguistic situation in the Middle Turkic period. 
 
5. 
In the Dīwān of Šibānī just mentioned, the suffix combination -niŋki has 
an alternative form without -ŋ-, attested at least in two examples. 
 
siniki sözleriŋni ‘your words’ (acc.) [Şib 88b8] 
Bularnıki28 tefāvüti ‘difference between these’ [Şib 108b10] 
 
It might well be that siniki and bularnıki are formed from sini and bularnı 
respectively,  variant forms of the ordinary genitive siniŋ and bularnıŋ, 
since the genitive suffix without final -ŋ is a known phenomenon in 
Chaghatay29 as well as in Modern Uzbek.30 However, similar forms are 
                                                
28  The editor corrects this (spelled bwl’rnyky in the manuscript) into Bularnıŋki in 

the text (p. 197). However, as the meter requires a short third syllable here, the 
closed syllable -nıŋ-, which is always scanned long, is inappropriate. In the 
introductory part (s. 52) and index (p. 388) of the book, the form bularnıki is 
retained. 

29  See Brockelmann (1954:153), Eckmann (1966:83), and Bodrogligeti (2001:32). 
30  cf. Boeschoten (1998:360). 
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observed not only in Uzbek, but also in the modern Turkic languages in 
which the genitive retains its final nasal consonant. 
 

Uzbek: seniki ‘yours,’ bularniki ‘one belonging to these’ (cf. 
seni(ŋ) ‘your,’ bularni(ŋ) ‘of these’) 
Kazakh: seniki ‘yours,’ bulardiki ‘one belonging to these’ (cf. 
seniŋ ‘your,’ bulardïŋ ‘of these’) 
Kirghiz: seniki ‘yours,’ bulardïqï ‘one belonging to these’ (cf. 
senin ‘your,’ bulardïn ‘of these’) 
Tatar: sinĕkĕ ‘yours,’ bŏlarnïq̆ï̆ ‘one belonging to these’ (cf. sinĕŋ 
‘your,’ bŏlarnï̆ŋ ‘of these’) 

 
In all of these, the forms preceding -ki (-KI, -KĔ) contain a suffix identical 
to the accusative suffix of the respective languages (Uzbek -ni, Kazakh 
and Kirghiz -nI/-dI/-tI, Tatar -nĔ). In these languages, the same suffix 
appears when certain pronominal stems take the third person possessive 
suffix -si (-sI). 

Uzbek: bu ‘this’ - buni-si ‘this one (of it)’; u ‘that’ - uni-si ‘that 
one (of it)’; qaysi ‘which’ - qaysini-si ‘which one’ 
Kazakh: bul ‘this’ - bunï-sï ‘this one (of it)’; ol ‘that’ - onï-sï ‘that 
one (of it)’ 
Kirghiz: bu(l) ‘this’ - munu-su ‘this one (of it)’; al ‘that’ - anï-sï 
‘that one (of it)’; qaysï ‘which’ - qaysïnï-sï ‘which one’ 
Tatar: bu ‘this’ - mŏnï-̆sï ̆ ‘this one (of it)’; ul ‘that’ - anï-̆sï ̆ ‘that 
one (of it)’ 

 
Although identical in form with the accusative suffix, -ni and its variants 
in these forms have no function of case marking at all, but simply mark a 
kind of secondary base for further suffixation.31 In Kazakh and Kirghiz, 
such secondary bases are observed also before the comitative / instru-
mental postposition, as in Kazakh: men ‘I’ - meni-men ‘with me’; ol ‘that’ 

                                                
31  Compare the corresponding forms in Turkish bu-su ‘this one (of it)’, o-su ‘that 

one (of it),’ and hangi-si ‘which one,’ where the third person possessive suffix is 
attached without any intervening element. 
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- onï-men ‘with that’ or Kirghiz: men ‘I’ - meni menen ‘with me’; al ‘that’ 
- anï menen ‘with that,’ etc. Considering all of these, we can assume that 
all the forms containing -niki and its variants mentioned above originate 
from a combination of the secondary base in -ni (-nI/-dI/-tI, -nĔ) and the 
element -ki (-KI, -KĔ), having nothing to do with the genitive suffix 
without final -ŋ found in Chaghatay and Uzbek.32 
 
The secondary base in -nI (called the ‘oblique base’) is well known in Old 
Turkic pronominal morphology, as in bizni-dä ‘in us’ (locative), sizni-din 
‘from you’ (ablative), munï-sïz ‘without this’ (privative), anï-layï ‘in that 
way’ (similative), sizni birlä ‘with you,’ munï täg ‘like this,’ kimni üčün 
‘for whom,’ etc.33 In and Middle Turkic, however, the above suffix -nI is 
replaced by the genitive suffix -nXŋ. This is reflected, at least partly, in the 
Chaghatay forms meniŋ bilän ‘with me’ (Eckmann 1966:121) or and anïŋ 
üčün ‘for that’ (Bodrogligeti 2001:78), as well as in Modern Uyghur 
buniŋġa ’to this’ and uniŋdäk ‘like that.’34 The preservation of the 
secondary base in -ni with its phonological variants exemplified above is, 
then, judged as a dialectal feature of the languages belonging to the 
Kipchak Turkic group (Kazakh, Kirghiz, and Tatar), shared with Modern 
Standard Uzbek, which has undergone a strong Kipchak influence. Its 
attestation in the language of Muḥammad Šaybānī Xān, in turn, can be 
explained as a reflection of his Kipchak linguistic background.35 

                                                
32  Luutonen (2011:25) regards Tatar -nï/̌-ne ̌ of -ne ̆ke ̆/-nïq̆ï ̆ as “the short genitive 

suffix variant,” and makes the flollowing statement: “One gets the impression that 
the short genitive suffix variant -nï/̌-ne ̌, which was productive in the earlier stages 
of language history, has later became largely obsolete, ....” 

33  See Erdal (2004:196, 396-397) for details. 
34  Similarly in Modern Turkish, the genitive suffix is employed to form a 

pronominal base before a limited number of postpositions, sometimes alternating 
with a zero suffix, as in senin-le / sen-le ‘with you.’ 

35  The Cairo manuscript of Qutaδġu Bilig, copied before 1367 (and thus much older 
than the Herat manuscript), has mu**ki turuġlaq [QBC 6.14], corresponding to the 
phrase munuŋki turuġlaġ ‘his residence’ of the Herat manuscript quoted above. 
Although the first word lacks dots on the medial two letters, it can most probably 
be read as munïki, since the two manuscripts do not show much difference in this 
part of the text. 
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6. 
Above we demonstrated that such forms as siniki ‘your’ and bularnıki ‘of 
these’ should be analyzed as combinations of the secondary base in -ni/-nı 
and the suffix -ki. It follows, then, that such forms as munuŋki ‘of this’ or 
säniŋki ‘your’ are to be treated in just the same way, that is, as consisting 
of the alternative secondary base (which has the same form as the 
genitive)36 and the same suffix -ki. This means that any function these 
forms have derives solely from the suffix -ki, whose primary function was 
to create an attributive phrase, and not from the -ni or -niŋ that precedes it, 
since this latter suffix serves nothing more than a morphological 
requirement. This accords well with the observation given above, that the 
suffix combination -niŋki seems to have been employed initially to mark 
different semantic relations than those signaled by the genitive case suffix. 
On the other hand, in Old and Middle Turkic as well as in the Modern 
Turkic languages of West and Central Asia, the formation of the 
secondary base is peculiar to the pronominal domain. Although it is 
conceivable that the addition of the suffix -ki to the secondary base was 
originally limited to pronouns, we do find several examples of this suffix 
added to ordinary nouns in early Middle Turkic verse texts. How these 
forms have extended their distribution is a question that needs further 
investigation.37 
 
ABBREVIATIONS 
DN = Yûsuf Emîrî, Dehnâme (Giriş - İ nceleme - Metin - Sözlük - 

Tıpkıbasım), ed. by  K. Köktekin and A. Çetin, Erzurum: Atatürk 
Üniversitesi Fen-Edebiyat Fakültesi Yayınları 2001. 

GD = The Dīvān of Gadā’ī, ed. by J. Eckmann, The Hague: Mouton 1971. 
LD = Lutfî Divanı. Giriş - metin - dizin - tıpkıbasım, ed. by G. Karaağaç, 

Ankara: Türk Dil Kurumu 1997. 

                                                
36  Compare a similar remark by Ergin (1985:162) concerning the origin of Turkish -

ki, quoted in Luutonen (2011:116-119). 
37  Another remaining problem is, of course, why the corresponding forms in the 

Modern Turkic languages are not used attributively. 
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LM = Alī Şīr Nevāyī, Leylī vü Mecnūn, ed. by Ü. Çelik, Ankara: Türk Dil 
Kurumu 1996. 

Naf = ‘Abd al-raḥmān Jāmī, Nafaḥāt al-uns min ḥaḍarāt al-quds, ed. by 
Mahdī Tawḥīdīpūr, Tehran 1959. 

Nas = Alī-şīr Nevāyī, Nesāyimü’l-maḥabbe min şemāyimi’l-fütüvve I. 
Metin, ed. by K. Eraslan, Ankara: Türk Dil Kurumu 1996. 

QBH = Kutadgu Biliğ, Tıpkıbasım I, Viyana Nüshası, İstanbul: Türk Dil 
Kurumu 1942. 

QBC = Kutadgu Bilig, Tıpkıbasım III, Mısır Nüshası, İstanbul: Türk Dil 
Kurumu 1943. 

Sang = Sanglax, A Persian Guide to the Turkish Language by Muhammad 
Mahdī Xān, Facsimile Text with an introduction and indices by Sir 
G. Clauson, London: Luzac and Company 1960. 

SD = Mevlâna Sekkâkî Divanı, ed. by K. Eraslan, Ankara: Türk Dil 
Kurumu 1999. 

Şib = Şiban Han Dîvânı (İnceleme - Metin - Dizin - Tıpkıbasım), ed. by 
Y. Karasoy, Ankara: Türk Dil Kurumu 1998. 
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